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Networking Explained, Second EditionDigital Press, 2001
Gallo and Hancock provide a sophisticated introduction to their subject in a clear, readable format. These two top networking experts answer hundreds of questions about hardware, software, standards, and future directions in network technology.

	Wireless networks
	Convergence of voice and data

...
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Hybrid Methods in Pattern RecognitionWordware Publishing, 2002
The discipline of pattern recognition has seen enormous progress since its beginnings more than four decades ago. Over the years various approaches have emerged, based on statistical decision theory, structural matching and parsing, neural networks, fuzzy logic, artificial intelligence, evolutionary computing, and others. Obviously, these...
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The Use of Forensic Anthropology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2009
This book is written for medical examiners, coroners, and other law enforcement officers who are responsible for conducting death investigations. Forensic analysis has become and will continue to be a complex and highly specialized field of study. No longer can the lone investigator take on the responsibilities of doing all the work of recovery,...
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Characterisation of Radiation Damage by Transmission Electron MicroscopyTaylor & Francis, 2000

	Characterization of Radiation Damage by Transmission Electron Microscopy details the electron microscopy methods used to investigate complex and fine-scale microstructures, such as those produced by fast-particle irradiation of metals or ion implantation of semiconductors. The book focuses on the methods used to characterize small...
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Automated Database Applications Testing: Specification Representation for Automated ReasoningWorld Scientific Publishing, 2010

	This book introduces SpecDB, an intelligent database created to represent and host software specifications in a machine-readable format, based on the principles of artificial intelligence and unit testing database operations. SpecDB is demonstrated via two automated intelligent tools. The first automatically generates database constraints...
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Explorations in Quantum Computing (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	In the decade since the publication of the first edition of “Explorations in Quantum Computing” the field has blossomed into a rich and diverse body of knowledge, and tremendous progress has been made on building functional quantum computer hardware. Yet I find that a discussion of applications of quantum computers still remains...
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Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2008

	Hey, reader. Thanks for reading and/or buying my book. I am really thankful for it.


	What is programming? Programming, according to Dictionary.com, is ‘‘a set of coded instructions that enables a machine, especially a computer, to perform a desired sequence of operations.’’ In other words, programming allows...
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Collaborative Enterprise Architecture: Enriching EA with Lean, Agile, and Enterprise 2.0 practicesMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Ever-changing business needs have prompted large companies to rethink their enterprise IT. Today, businesses must allow interaction with their customers, partners, and employees at more touch points and at a depth never thought previously. At the same time, rapid advances in information technologies, like business digitization, cloud...
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How Cool Brands Stay Hot: Branding to Generation YKogan Page, 2013

	Generation Y (13-29 year olds) are the most marketing savvy and advertising critical generation ever. Three times the size of the previous Generation X, they have a much bigger impact on society and business. But what drives them and how do you develop the right brand strategies to reach this critical generation? How Cool Brands Stay...
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The Elements of Continuum BiomechanicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	An appealing and engaging introduction to Continuum Mechanics in Biosciences


	This book presents the elements of Continuum Mechanics to people interested in applications to biological systems. It is divided into two parts, the first of which introduces the basic concepts within a strictly one-dimensional spatial context. This policy...
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Optical Coherence Tomography of Ocular DiseasesSlack Incorporated, 2004

	Optical Coherence Tomography of Ocular Diseases, Second Edition is a completely revised and updated version of this classic text. Incorporated within over 700 pages are a multitude of updated features unique to this edition including over 1,600 color images, state-of-the-art technology, and case presentations. These elements...
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Java Cookbook, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2004

	Java Cookbook, 2nd Edition gets you to the heart of what you need to know when you need to know it. The completely revised and updated recipes in Java Cookbook, 2nd Edition cover all of the major APIs from Java 1.4 as well as the new 1.5 version. It includes...
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